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OUR YEAR 
IN A NUTSELL

We are very much in a rebuilding phase at Enactus UQ. Our

plans to revitalise and reestablish Enactus at UQ was certainly

made more difficult with the challenges we have all been

facing since early 2020, but we are confident our plans will

push us in the right direction over the following year, and we

have a great team to execute this. While we have been quiet on

campus, that hasn't stopped us working on our core project and

establishing a solid program and platform for member

involvement.

MISSION & VISION

Much the same as last year, we have no intention of winning

the competition this year. We are currently spending our efforts

on ensuring the longevity of Enactus here at UQ, and we

believe this takes precedence over all else. We simply want to

take this chance to update our fellow Enacturs on what we're

doing and what we're about. 
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WHERE
WE'RE HEADED

Our plan for the following year

MEMBER

ENGAGEMENT

We aim to double member numbers over the following semester

with number of appealing events and workshops. These include

regular casual meet-ups for students to discuss issues needing

attention as well as an industry night for a chance for students

to practice pitching their ideas to professionals.

PARTNERSH IPS  &

CONNECT IONS

We will strengthen our relationships on campus with both UQ

Ventures and relevant student societies. 

HACKATHON

In Semester 1, 2022, we plan to hold a hackathon where

students can combine skills they have learned from UQ

Ventures and inspiration from our workshops to kickstart their

own social enterprise.



ANGELA

"Everyone woman deserves

the right to feel safe on a

night out."

Angela is a proposed women’s safety app designed to get users

in touch with venue staff/security when in a potentially

dangerous situation. Users will hit an alert button to let staff

know they are in need of assistance and key information such as

user name, profile picture and specific location within the venue

is provided to the staff to help them find and identify the user. 

 

Although this has been a tough year for us, we have been

chipping away at this progress. Work has begun on the

programming of the app and as the founder, I have personally

spent to have a clickable prototype created which is expected

to be ready within a month. We will use this to demonstrate the

concept to venue owners and managers to register their early-

stage interest.
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